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PREFACE

This report is a direct outgrowth of a series of formal papers and briefings presented
by the author to various scientific and military organizations on the training value and
engineering ~haiacteristics of platform motion systems. The research this report
represents was in support of project 1123, Flying Training Development. Mr. James
Smith was the project scientist.
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ide-s and inspiration supported this effort . I especially thank Mr. G. Reid, Capt J.
Thorpe, Dr. E. Martin , Dr . W. Wang, and particularly Dr. E. Eddowes, whose theory of
and contributions to the cognitive model of flying training made this report possible ; and
to Mr. ~ F. Sun, for his incisive statistical analysis of the current motion literature.
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MOTION SYSTEMS ROLE IN FLIGHT SIMULATORS
FOR FLYING TRAIN ING

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of motion systems for flight simulators as part of military flying training programs has, in
recent years, been the subject of txwanderable (and often heated) debate. As early as spring 1974, scholars of
varying backgrounds within the aircraft simulation community began to question the practice of
automatically including large, expensive, multiple degrees of freedom platform motion systems in simulator
procurements (Ref 14, 19). They pointed out several serious deficiencies associated with these devices,
including increased energy costs, facility costs, and operational main tenance costs. Increased cost and
complexity meant that integration of these motion systems with high fidelity, wraparound visual systems
became a difficult and expensive task , a job which has not been successfully accomplished to date on any
advanced simulator complex. More importantly, critics of the motion systems pointed out that currently
available stationary training devices were highly effective and possessed considerable transfer value, while
no known commercially affordable motion system had shown a statistically significan t transfer effect , let
alone one of practical value from either the cost effectiveness or training effectiveness points of view. As a
result, the USAF Tactical Air Comman d (TAC) recently took the position of refusing to purchase platform
motion systems as part of its A-b and F— l6 simulator procurement actions until such systems could be
shown to exhibit significant positive transfer. This report will review the literature as it relates to the role of
platform motion systems in flight simulators and will attempt to place that information in the perspective
of the military flying train ing program .

The issue of platform motion is regarded as a function of four primary variables in the training
environment: motion itself, aircraft type, pilot population experience level , and training objective.
Throughout the remainder of this report, unless otherwise noted , motion will be regarded as being
maneuver correlated and not as resulting from disturbances generated by a platform motion system . In this
repo rt , aircraft type refers primarily to fixed wing aircraft and not to helicopters nor space vehicles.
Experience level ranges from the Undergraduate Pilot Trainee through combat qualified pilots, although the
em phasis will be placed on the latter , as it is in the advanced skill acquisition and m aintenance that the Air
Force spends the largest portion of its training dollars . Train ing objective refers to the purpose of the
simulator system in trainin g the person. Simulators range from small , inexpensive part-task trairters , to
highly complex (and expensive) full mission simulators theoretically capable of performing any maneuver
or task that the aircraft can. Evidence on motion use comes from three areas: ground , airborne , and transfer
studies. Within each of these areas, motion will be examined from the point of view of either
compensatory , pursuit , or precognitive t racking.

IL GROUND SIMULATION STUDIES

Ground simulation studies, like their airborne and transfer counterparts , break roughly into three
groups: single- and multi-axis compensatory tasks , single- and multi-axis pursuit tasks, and multi-axis
precognitive tasks; although by far the largest volume of research results is in the area of single-axis
compensatory tracking. Dependent measures vary , depending on experimental goal, but belong in two
classes: time domain and frequency domain. Typical time domain measures are RMS error , moment
functions, and time on target. Effective time constant , crossover frequency, pilot and pilot/machine
transfer functions all exemplify frequency domain measures. This report wifi examine experimental
information from compensatory , pursuit, and precognitive tasks.

Iii. COMPENSATORY TRACKING

In the typical compensatory tracking situation , the subject is provided an error signal and possibly
one or more of its derivatives , by way of various displays. He then tries to minimize error by manipulating



the available control(s). Extensive mathematical modeling of systems similar to Figure 1 has been generated
(Ref 24, 25, 39). Variations of controller characteristics and the resulting effect on manual control across a
broad band of dynamics have been examined. Compensatory tracking tasks are forcing function s of two
major types, single sine waves and random appearing waves, although the latter are by far the most
prevalent, in most cases, the input function has very low coherency, and thus the subject does not have
direct information concerning either the nature of the input or the characteristics of the controlled
element.

INPUT
FORCING
FUNCTION + 

— 

E R R O R  DISPLAY }.__.II.~ PILOT ~__.._si rj ~LED OUTPUT

Figure 1. Typical compensatory system.

Viewing the subject as a primitive information processor, in such a tracking task , the sensory system
that provides the most lead (or least lag) at the greatest resolution for the erro r signal will be the system
which allows for bette r average control performance. It is in this regard that the vestibular system , with its
generally agreed on lower stimulation thresholds (or lower reactio n thresholds) (Ref 4, 8, I I , 40, 42),
should provide improved tracking performance over , say, a visual presentation alone. However , the
literature is restricted prim arily to the tradeo ff between very-small-field-of-view visual presentations and
motion effects, so that the effect of a large field-of-view has onl y recently been addressed (Ref 40, 43). It is
important that the reader understand the conceptual framework that underlies the current mathematical
models of human tracking behavi& and why many researchers, including the author , reject its wholesale
application to flying training. The primary difficulty with the present theory is that its applicability is
limited to dealing with control inputs of random , random-appearing, or transient nature. Unlike actual
aircraft flight , the pilot is presented with a display that essentially contains no information. A pilot’s
capability to “solve” a tracking problem (say a bombing run) over a series of trials and to “store it” for
future reference is not addre ssed. Although learning of a sort will occur (specifically, learning which of the
cues best help the pilot reduce the display error), the task cannot be learned in the sense that a loop,
overhead patter n, or barre l roll is learned. Thus , in the presence of random , random appearing, or transient
inputs, a pilot reacts like a servosystem because he has no alternative and not because his behavior can be
characterized by servosystem properties. A second major drawback in the literature is that the control
system dynam ics st’~died are often very dissimilar to aircraft dynamics. Much literature has been devoted to
unstable or marginal dynamics, containing substantial negative damping ratios or higher order derivatives,
while most aircraft have reasonable con trol dynamics with excellent damping characteristics . A general rule
is that the more unstable , or higher the order , a control system is, the more likely some form of motion
information will be of benefit in a compensatory tracking task: however , for typical aircraft-like dynamics
(Ref 12), some researchers have found that in these situations motion tends more to interfere with , than to
aid , tracking per form ance (Ref 15 , 16, 17). It is interesting to note that pilots are instructed to ignore “seat
of the pants” (i.e., motion) stimuli in the instrumen t flying environment and rely solely on the instruments.
Mathematica l models of the vestibular system also show a poor correlation between perceived and actual
motion , primarily due to the nonlineari ties and adaptation phenomena associated with the vestibular

‘For an excellent summary of mathematica l modeling of human pilot behavior , the reader is encouraged to review
Reference 25.
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system (Re f 2 , 43). It is instructive to examine one such experiment in detail. For this purpose , consider
the one discussed in “Evaluation of Roll Axis Trac king as an indicator of Vestibular/Somato Sensory
Function” (Ref 15, 16, 17). In this experiment, subjects were asked to perform a roll compensatory task as
shown in Figure 2. Zero mean , band-limited (to .5 rad/sec) Gaussian noise was used as the forcing function ,
and its standard deviat ion was set to 90° of roll. The subject was presented the error signal via a small
field-of-view , inside-out visual display and additionally , when in the motion mode, through platform roll
motion. A side-mounted force stick was used for operator control. Figure 3 contains the simulated
dynamics and Figures 4 through 7 the results of the experiment. The reade r is asked to study these figures
carefully and refer to the original experiment for further information if required.
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I igure 2. RoIl axis tracking simulator block diagram.
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Before considering the data , note that the approximate roll rate to aileron displacement transfer
function is a simple first-order lag (Ref I l ) .  When this is placed in the context of the experiment , wherein
the error angle is denoted 0 , the resulting roll mode transfer function is as shown in Figu re 8. Typical values
for the aircraft time constan t , tau , are shown in Figure 9.

e(S) ... K
S ( I + S T A, 

)
Figure 8. Approximate roll mode transfer function.

T-37 A-IO F-16

.15 -L Osec . .5-I .Osec. 4-  .75sec .

Figure 9. Typical roll mode time constants.

In this experiment , plants one and two contained an additional (s) in the denominator , forcing the
subjects to generat e even more lead than would be required if the dynamics had been representative of an
actual aircraft. This situation is confounded further in plants 3 and 4, where the controlled dynamics no
longe r represent a typical aircraft. On the basis of these data , the more similar to actual aircraft dynamics
the plan t is, the more the static display perform ance would improve relative to the motion display
performan ce. The authors of Reference 16 attributed the relatively poor motion effect in plants one and
two to the disruptive effect of the motion on the subject controllers. Two other facts need to be
mentioned. First , the input forcing function was incoherent and thus, except for its magnitude and band
limited nature , was unusable as an information source to the subject. Second , unlike the visual information
available in actual flight , the visual error display in this study wac a small-field-of-view bar-line system which
could not generate the additional peripheral visual cues for detecting and predicting motion. The utility of
these peripheral visual cues would be expected to increase, relative to motion cues. Later in this report , two
inflight compensatory tracking experiments which confirm these assessments will be examined.

The study just examined is consistent with a large volume of research on single- and multiple-axis
compensatory tracking tasks. For example , in ”An Experimental Investigation of the Role of Motion in
Ground-Based Trainers” (Ref 23), a contracted research effort conducted for the Navy, published in 1974,
the authors found no effect on the criterion task as a function of motion condition (off , correlated low and
high bandwidth motion , and random , uncorrelated motion) , whereas exceptionall y strong subject
differences (both in terms of individual strategies for aircraft control and ability to perform the task) were
noted. Additionally, the autho rs found no difference between the effect (either on the criterion task or
pilot output measures) of limited bandwidth (correlated) motion and wide bandwidth (correlated) motion.
“Thus, the more responsive platform adds nothing in terms of pilot perform ance, nor does it differ with

10
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respect to pilot’s ratings” (Ref 23). This latter ccnclusion is still the subject of considerable controversy
within the simulation community. As experiments involving manual tracking behavior and platform mot ion
effectiveness moved away from the oscilloscope and side-arm controller displays of the laboratory and into
cock pit trainers, investigators became aware of other , powerful variables and sources of information
involved. These are summarize d in Figu re 10.

* Subject Differences , usually the largest single factor; includes the

effect of learning and experience.

U Trial Effects, an extremely large effect on the order of magnitude of

the subject effect, depending on the experience level of the subject

population .

• Information source effects including:

Control loading effects

5—Seat effects

5—Suit effects

Instrument effects

Platform motion effects

Visual system effects

* Task variab les , including informat ion processing requirements and

motor difficulty.

a Aircraft dynamic response character istics.

Figure 10. Experimenta l variables involved in a typ ical simulato r or transfer study .

Effect size (Ref 18), as well as statistical significance, now plays a major role in determ ining whether
a particular variable or cueing mechanism will resul t in significan t training transfer. However , the
examination of motion effect size is difficult because of the controversy surrounding differing motion
platform engineering characteristics. In these cases, although motion shows itself to be a very small effect ,
critics provide as an alternative explanatioi the possibility that the observed effect size is due to each
pa rticular motion system’s characteristics. Although possessing a two-axis joystick (force type) controller ,
rather than a standard aircraft stick or yoke controller, and a small-field-of-view visual display , the NASA
LANGLE Y Visual-Motion Simulator (VMS) has the best (proven) overall motion servo characteristics
known to the autho( (Ref 32). For that reason , data taken from the NASA-LANGLEY VMS have been
selected for examination here. The VMS is a 60-inch 2 system (Figure I I )  which currently represents the
uppe r limit on commercial affordability. Data from three studies will be examined here : “Evaluation of a
Linear Washout for Simulator Motion Cue Presentation During Landing Approach” (Ref 34) ;”Com parison

A ‘60-inch” system is one in which the maximum hydr au lic cylinder ex ten sion is6 O inches . For a discussion of the
engineering limitations associated with 60-inch systems see Reference 6.
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of a linear and a Non-linear Washout for Motion Simulators Utilizing Object ive and Subjective Data from
C1~OL Transport Landing Approaches” (Ref 33); and “The Effect of Visual-Motion Time Delays on Pilot
Performance in a Simulated Pursui t Tracking Task” (Ref 26).

-Sb~ ~JI~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ ~~/

‘
~~

~~~~~~ 1 ~~~~~ ~~~~~
. -,

FIgure 11. Typical 60” platform motion system (Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPI)).
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The first two studies use a common experimental design , but differ in terms of the type of motion
presented. The fI rst experiment examined the effect on pilot criterion performance , (as measured by both
subjective and objective measures) of a five-degrees-of-freedom (heave deleted), li near washou t progra m med
motion system. “The task was an ILS [instrument.landing.system~ landing in a simulated Boeing 737 which
consisted of: (a) a transition to the localizer beam, followed by (b) a tra nsition to the glide slope , and (c)
the ensuing approach to about 76m (250 ft). Three approach conditions were provided: the standard
approach previously described , the standard approach with instantaneous encounter of a weather front (a
10 knot crosswind with moderate turbulence), and the standard approach with the occurrence of an engine
fa i l u r e .  Instrumentation consisted of an attitude-direction indicator , vertical-speed indicator , a
horizontal-situation indicator , altimeter , airspeed indicator (both calibrated and true), meters for angles of
attack and sideslip, and a turn and bank indicator ” (Ref 34). Insofar as criterion performance is concerned ,
the only meaningful effects are pilots (subjects) , approaches (tasks), and their interaction. The analysis of
variance table in Figure 12 summarizes the results of that experiment.
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Figure 12. Computed F-distribution values for the analyses of variance.

The second experiment (Ref 33); had nearl y identical results to the first; although an improved ,
nonlinear motion drive algorithm was used. In the words of the authors , “Objective and subjective data
gathe red in the process of comparing a linear and a nonlinear washout for motion simulators reveal that
there is no difference in the pilot-performance measurements used durin g instrument-landing-system (ILS)
approaches with a Boeing 737 conventIonal , and landing (CTOL) airplane between fixed-base .
linear-washout , and nonlinear-washout operatinna,. The primary result , that of a negligible effect of
platfo rm motion on task criterion variables, is consistent with data taken from Navy (Ref 23) and Air Force
studie s ( Ref 22) as well. Motion effect size, defined as 77

2
, ~

2 or p1 (as appropriate) (Ref 18) and roughly
equivale nt to the percentage of variance accounted for by a given treatment , is also consistent across studies
conduct ed on other simulators. As far as motion effect on criterion variables is concerned , whenever three
or more of the categories previousl y listed (Figure 10) are present , that effect size is very small.

The next experiment was a pursuit tracking task. Like the fI rst two experiments . this one was
conducted on the NASA LANGLEY VMS (FIgu re 13). Primary experimental elements of the task were as
follows: (Sec Figures 14 through 17.)
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1. Subject controlled vertical and horizonta l separation with a target aircraft through a fingertip
controller. Longitudinal separation was fixed by the computer.

2. A secondary tap-rate task was employed to increase workload level. (See Figure 16.)
3. Due to the relatively small motion excursions involved , plat form motion was , except in heave, of

ext remely high fidelity. “The pitch motion was small enough so that neither washout nor scaling was
req uired” (Page 7, Ref 26).

4. The aircraf t handling qualities and target frequency effects, as well as the time delays, were
manip ulated to both the visual and motion systems.

5. Instruments and throttles were disconnected for the experiment.
6. Precognitive tracking was ruled out by appropriate selection of target frequency. Thus, the

subject was dependent in fornitstion provided by the displays.
7. Most of the expen ntal results are based on one subject (Subject “A ,” as referre d to by the

authors.)

The primary purpose of this experiment was to examine the effects of motion and pure time delay on
both RMS tracking and RMS control performan ce. As can be seen from Figure 18, the relative motion
contribution to the overall analysis of variance is very small , even though this experiment has an extremely
limited number of influencing variables such as might be found in a transfer of training context. l’his effect
is a general one. For the instrument tasks that the author examined , motion effect size was rarel y greater
than 10% ; in the visual studies examined , less than 5% and often smaller. One effect was consistent ,
however , and that was the trend toward using smaller control inputs unde r the motion condition than with
the fixed base operation. Since this effect is relatively repeatable across simulation devices for most tasks,
the important question becomes: How large is this effect and what is its likely impact on training? To
answer this question, consider the data of subject A, who was the most sensitive to platform motion.

First , with respect to criterion performance , subject “A” is considerably more sensitive to aircraft
type, targe t frequency (task), and time delay effects than to the presence or absence of motion. For
example , consider the summary of Airplane-Motion-Delay effects for subject “A” given in Figure 19.

It is apparent that even for a “sensitive” subject in an experiment designed primarily to examine
motion effects, motion has only a very limited effec t on the subject. Changes in control behavior as
measured by changes in RMS control input are , however, noticeable. The elevator and aileron deflection
data from Reference 22 are shown in Figures 20 and 21.

It can be seen from these figures that the max imum mean criterion RMS difference across all
conditions (including up to 400 ms lag) is 3.695 units (each unit is .01 radian) or 2.117 degrees RMS.
Similarly, a difference of .50 1 degree RMS exists for the elevator deflections. If the motion and visual
systems were both calibrated for a “zero” time delay condition , mean differences shrink to .583 degree
RMS aileron and .267 degree RMS elevator (across both aircraft conditions). Referring to the force versus
displacement chart (Figure 17), it can be seen that elevator force and position differentials (a few
hu ndredths of an inch) are not discriminable to the human being, while the aileron force (estimated from
the diagram to be about 25 lb/radian) would differ only a few ounces in control pressure! Here is a classic
case wherein the power of the statistical test s and the resolution of the data can isolate the existence of an
effect which , when taken from the larger view of t raining a pilot , is of no consequence whatever. It is
important for the reader to realize that even if a stat istically detectable difference in control strategy
existed (in fact , even if that effect were large), there is no evidence at present to conclude that any one
strategy is “better” than any other strategy , given comparable RMS criterion scores. These differences
simpl y represent different ways of solving the tracking problem. The more sophisticated the task , the larger
the class of acceptable st rategies, and the less likely a detected difference has any interpretable meaning.
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(a) Total error in meter s
Inter act ion Time Motion Pilot Delay Delay Motion Delay-motion Replicates ~rrordelay motion pilot pilot pilot
d.o.f. 2 1 3 2 6 3 6 9 207
F a353 ‘18.8 ‘98.8 45 ‘3.3 ~t26 ~5.4 1.12

9.76% 2.53% 41.74% 1% 1 96% 4.95% 3 76% .15%

(b) Vertical error in meters
Interaction Time Motion Pilot Delay Delay Motion Delay-motion Replicates Error

delay motion pilot pilot pilot

4.o.f. 2 1 3 2 6 3 6 9 207
F ‘42.2 ‘37.4 ‘135.9 12.1 a4 9  ‘11.7 2.0 1.25

9.7% 4.29% 47.64% 2.61% 2.75% 3.78% .71% .26%

Cc ) Horizont a l error in me ters

tnter,ction Time Motion Pilot Oelay Delsy Motion Delay-motion Replicates Error
delay motion pilot pilot pilot

d.o.f . 2 1 3 2 6 3 6 . 3 207
F ~8.8 ‘13.4 ‘41.6 ‘5.2 1.22 1.6 1.7 1.32
2 3.82% 3.04% 29.62% 2.06% .32% .44% 1.03% .71%

Figure 18. Analysis of variance for four pilots. (This figure shows the analysis of variance
and omega square calculations for the motion, pilot, and time delay factors in a pursuit
tracking task study conducted on the NASA-Langley Visual-Motion Simulator (VMS)
(Ref 26). Although the motion effect is statistically significant at the .05 level, its relative
effect size is very small)
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TIf~Tèi~ror Tn met1rs for un i t s 
— 

Totil erro r [n meters for units
of time delay of - of time d.l,Y a of -

0 1 2 3 4 5 B 12 16 0 4 6 8 12 16

B,sic a irplane - no motion Good airplane - no motion

6.684 6.715 9.568 8.608 10.375 10.339 13.856 9.604 9.653 6.785 8.452 6.024 7.044 7.163 7.541
6.264 7.541 8.181 8.903 8.196 9.418 10.866 9.485 11.485 7.138 6.812 7.012 7.087 7.900 8.656
6.099 6.242 6.925 7.602 8.547 6.468 10.342 9.894 9.860 6.087 8.062 6.427 7.657 8.678 8.531
7.370 6.078 7.602 8.708 7.678 8.193 8.595 11.189 8.629 6.008 7.410 6.492 7.175 13.350 9.034
5.752 8.111 8.760 6.465 9.327 9.147 8.394 14.624 12.524 4.901 5.505 6.487 6.258 7.269 6.962
8.111 8.089 7.276 9.083 7.757 8.092 7.903 8.809 11.384 5.319 6.593 6.035 7.675 6.026 5.877
7.239 8.303 8.476 7.480 7.443 9.309 7.279 8.888 10.214 5.270 5.392 7.220 8.562 8.443 7.306
7.583 7.343 5.685 7.279 8.861 12.674 9.946 15.222 11.585 4.386 7.361 7.498 5.870 7.507 7.306
7.230 6.111 7.995 6.224 7.556 5.816 9.720 8.970 10.266 5.453 6.294 8.014 11.939 6.453 6.523
7.498 6.422 5.611 5.364 6.468 6.885 9.050 9.360 1L777 7.154 5.855 7.520 6.309 7.199 8.605
6.983 7.095 7.608 7.572 8.224 8.634 9.595 10.605 10.738 5.850 6.773 6.873 7.561 7.999 7.634
.751 .886 1.276 1.266 1.104 2.020 1.869 2.380 1.195 .951 L047 .681 1.730 2.047 1.041

t (time delay ) Control .12 .91 .84 1.82 b2~77 b3~89 b540 b5~61 contro l 1.54 1.71 b2 8 6  b3~59 b2 9 8
t(airplane) 03.10 3.01 2.53 b2 6 2  b6 2 1

Basic airplane - full motion Good airplane - full motion

7.446 6.322 5.697 7.861 6.806 7.114 7.004 8.217 7.977 6.632 6.242 6.020 7.849 7.745
7.175 6.245 6.861 7.254 6.379 7.065 6. 764 7.148 10 .394 5.855 6.072 6.139 6.291 8.291
6.187 5.867 6.550 6.215 7.105 6.660 6.733 8.236 10.747 5.806 7.132 6.907 7.239 5.742
7.330 5.428 5.806 6.654 7.081 5.965 5.297 7.714 8.498 7.135 7 641 6.550 6 032 8.842
5.276 5.285 5.270 5.051 5.901 6.956 6.069 11.421 13.219 5.919 5.816 5 7 03 5.672 7.588
5.666 6.117 5.499 6.507 5.566 6.130 6.130 10.144 6.837 4.874 4.813 6.069 6.904 9.095
6.215 6.184 5.938 6.611 6.779 5.816 6.709 8.220 7.928 5.904 5.136 5.907 6.011 5.358
7.337 6.242 4.703 6.035 7.132 7.56 5 6.608 8.501 9.991 5.404 5.374 5.733 5.316 6.615
7.772 7.044 6.035 6.251 8.867 9.336 7.693 7.958 7.443 6.767 6.404 5.230 6.224 6.0 75
5.718 6.517 7.007 5.791 7.093 5.715 8.915 7.724 9.824 5.218 5.901 5.364 6.212 7.916
6.612 6.128 S.937 6.423 6.871 6.832 6.792 8.529 9.286 5.952 6.054 5.962 6.375 7.348
.896 .507 .716 .772 .888 1.081 .978 1.282 1.920 .712 .868 .505 .754 1.297

t(time delay) Contro l 1.01 1.40 .39 .54 .46 .32 3.98 b5•56 Control .26 .03 1.09 3.59
t (motion) .76 b300 b3 0 8 2.45 b301 b294 b406 b258 1.53 .27 1.67 b280 2.26 bt (airplane) 1.83 2.08 b2 3 8  b4 5 9  2.65

TWt~r,ction Airplane Motion Time Airplane - Ai rp lane -~~~~tion- Air plane-sm~Tó~~~~keplicates E rror
_________________ 

delay motion delay delay delay

d .o .f . 1 1 4 1 4 4 4 9 171

ANOVC F b80 05 b41 80 b20 38 b393 b300 b4 3 7  0.36 0.98

2 18.86% 9.74% 18.50% .1% 1.91% 3.22% 0 0

‘Each unit of time delay equals 0.03125 sec .bSignifiCan t difference at 5 percent level .
tANOV denotes analysis of variance.

a9gure 19. Summary of data for airplane-motion-delay in teraction with subject A. (t-tests
perfoirmed treating each factor separately) (This figure, adapted from reference 26, shows
the relative effect size platform motion has on the RMS total error performance of a
subject “sensitive” to platform motion as a function of both aircraft type and time delay.
Of special importance ate the mean differences between the basic aircraft, with and
without motion, at zero time delay, and the “good airplane.” with and without motion,
again at zero time delay (that is, with motion, aerodynamic and visual information
approximately syncromzed). In the case of the basic aircraft, a difference of only .371
meter error RMS total exists between the full and motion cases. Likewise, for a “good’s
aircraft , this difference dwindles to .102 meter. Differences of this magnitude are of little
consequence In a training situation, as they are dwarfed by other, moie powerful
variables.
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Aileron deflection ( 102)
4 

ra dians. Aileron deflection (* 102), rad ians ,
for units of time delay of - for units of t ime delay of -

0 1 2 3 4 5 8 12 16 0 4 6 8 12 16

Basic airplane - no motion Good airplane - no motion

2.968 2.124 3.546 3.044 3.297 2.406 3.453 2.93 3 3.461) 1.901 3.379 2.481 3.084 3.54 1 2.906
2.363 2.394 1.991 2.035 2.583 2 458 3.070 2.878 4.803 3.036 2.371 3 54 7 2.419 2.556 2.811
2.013 3.612 2.025 2.030 2.709 2.096 2.507 3.138 3.692 2.922 3.016 2.123 2.946 2.824 3.605
2.070 1.685 2.426 2.09 1 1.661 2.269 2.931 3.94 2 2.762 2.055 2.561 2.539 2.34 0 5.512 4.328
2.162 2.248 1.877 1.662 2.337 1.486 2 .061 3.935 3.778 2.229 3.226 2.684 2.350 2.213 2.929
1.662 1.726 2.186 2.054 1.800 1.995 2.579 4.280 4.24 1 1.815 3.626 2.904 2.643 1.480 1.814
2.334 2.635 2.689 2.131 2.898 2.393 2.115 2.674 2.069 2.163 2.319 2.293 4.530 2.214 1.758
3.644 1.867 2.241 2.046 3.267 3.366 2.685 2.341 2.895 1.905 3.548 2.859 1.566 3.118 1.758
3. 233 2.129 2.834 2.364 3.552 2.449 3.208 1.897 2.910 1.738 3.187 3.391 4.589 1.865 2.416
2.734 1.855 3.023 2.396 2.424 2.324 2.743 2.450 3.302 2 .900 1.824 3.429 2 .049 2.925 1.633
2.518 2.228 2.484 2.186 2.653 2.324 2.735 3.047 3.391 2.266 2.907 2.825 2.825 2.825 2.596

o .615 .572 .533 .363 .626 .4 71 .448 .780 788 .497 .609 .495 .997 1.124 .897
t(tlme delay ) Control 1.10 .13 1.25 .51 .73 .82 1.99 b329 Control 1.77 1.54 1 .62 1.54 

b .91
t(airplane) 1.01 .92 .34 .51 2.10

Basic a irplane - full motion

L328 1.369 1.531 1.684 1.732 1.541 L758 2.404 2.468 1.555 1.764 1.859 1.679 1.346
1.563 1.632 1.638 1.462 1.207 1.803 1.583 2.497 2.470 L787 1.840 1.352 1.910 2.111
1.441 1.746 1.814 1.899 1.461 1.539 1.842 3.099 2 7 99 1.653 1.357 1.969 1.54 7 1.764
~.618 1.321 1.29 7 1.600 1.573 1.351 1.886 2.147 2.386 1.515 1.626 1.522 1.878 1.822
1.108 1.92 6 1.337 1.560 1.723 1.999 1.424 2.253 3.022 1.115 1.478 1.630 1.131 1.557
1.213 1.812 1.357 1.929 1.417 1.640 1.951 2.281 2.659 1.488 1.754 1.932 2.009 2.119
1.977 2.077 1.611 1.769 1.844 1.849 2.253 2.634 2.472 1.750 1.169 1.389 1.895 1.916
2.608 2.383 2.536 1.275 3.002 1.575 2.826 2.404 2 .727 1.174 1.441 1.376 1.89 1 1.627
2.708 2.350 1.162 1.386 2.955 1.449 2.516 1.793 1.477 1.720 1.504 1.214 1.885 1.692
1.290 1.487 1.539 1.412 1.752 .982 3.070 1.184 1.415 1.255 1.424 1.774 1.663 2.410
1.685 1.810 1.582 1.597 1.867 1.573 2.111 2.275 2.389 1.501 1.536 1.602 1.749 1.836

a .568 .377 .386 .221 .616 .285 .542 .508 .533 .244 .209 .270 .259 .313
t time delay) control .60 .49 .42 .87 .54 2.04 b2 8 2  b3~37 control .22 .64 1.58 1.73
t motion) 03.61 1.93 b4 3 3  b4 3 8  b3 6 2  b4 3 1  b2 8 1  b2 9 8  b2 7 7  04 37 b6 8 5  b3 7 9  b2 9 9  b2 4 2
t airpla ne) .94 1.60 b2 6 6  b2 9 2  b2 4 1

T~tIi~iction Airplane Motion Time Airplane - Airplane - Motion- Air one-mot ion- Replic ates Error
delay motion delay delay delay

d.o .f .  1 1 4 1 4 4 4 9 171

A,~~Vc F b12 23 b104 18 b4 3 0  2.23 1.41 0.38 0.84 0.57

3.47% 31.90% 4.08% .38% .51% 0 0 0

‘Each unit of time del ay equals 0.03125 sec.bsi gn ifi cent diffe renc e at 5 percent level.
CMOY denotes analys is of variance.

Figure 20. Aileron data for subject A. (This figure shows the effect of platform motion
on joystick aileron commands for a motion semitive subject in a pursuit tracking task
conducted on the NASA Langley Visual-Motion Simulator. Although the motion effect is
statistically significant, with a relatively large omega square, the actual joystick RMS
movement ranges from .01501 radian (abcut .86 degree) to .02518 radian (about 144
degrees) for die zero time delay (motion, visual , and aerodynamic systems synchmnized)
cue. The total wotk load effect , or resulting effect on training of difference this small is
negligible.
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Eleva tor deflection ( lo2ljradian s . Eleva tor deflection (~ 102
~,radians ,

for units of time delay of - for units of time dela y of -

0 1 2 3 4 5 8 12 16 0 4 6 8 12 16

Basic airplane - no motion Good airplane - no motion
0.843 1.060 1.074 1.253 1.288 1.34 1 1.297 0.766 0.771 0.568 0.665 0.530 0.696 0.750 0.767

.996 1.090 1.159 1.132 .986 1.339 1.243 .853 .906 .573 .584 .607 .529 .732 .807

.975 .854 .734 .925 .928 .946 1.186 .954 1.103 .546 .628 .553 .638 .763 .780

.883 .736 .948 1.090 1.105 1.003 .900 .905 .935 .629 .564 .714 .724 1.006 .991

.749 .955 1.009 .958 1.091 1.116 1.080 1.056 1.048 .489 .729 .670 .564 .635 .782

.908 1.146 .983 1.252 1.118 1.149 .967 1.262 1.051 .543 .642 .517 .609 .612 .614

.980 .743 .926 .505 .675 .810 .736 .572 .865 .677 .603 .704 .916 .971 .636

.771 .630 .128 .724 .945 .96 7 .938 .825 .976 .597 694 .725 .643 .742 .636

.852 .514 1.024 .782 1.140 .776 1.068 .995 .837 .616 .658 .738 .754 .572 .645
1.066 .601 .484 .562 .723 1.050 .809 .701 .987 .605 .683 .558 .495 .640 1.038

6 0.902 0.833 0.916 0.924 1.000 1.050 1.022 0.889 0.948 0.584 0.646 0.631 0.657 0.722 0.770
.102 .223 .208 .260 .191 .193 .185 .194 .105 .052 .051 .088 .123 .123 .149

t(tirne delay) Control .70 .14 .22 1.00 1.49 1.22 .14 .46 control 1.32 1.01 b1 5 6  b2~96 b3~p8
t(a irp lane) ~~~~ 

b568 5.22 b2 3 0  b310

Basic a irplane - full motion Good airplane — full motion

0.525 0.528 0.543 0.529 0.632 0.596 0.583 0.710 0.602 0.550 0.433 0.387 0.526 0.487
.566 .623 .586 .612 .634 .611 .580 .632 .540 .475 .396 .465 .514 .500
.535 .68 1 .624 .639 .651 .665 .644 .599 .642 .409 .486 .439 .421 .509
. 712 .574 .592 .070 .725 .706 .622 .626 .610 .416 .471 .427 .497 .552
.601 .634 .678 .659 .712 .788 .782 .722 .600 .401 .421 .552 .488 .536
.568 .643 .608 .064 .649 .722 .664 .592 .637 .378 .409 .458 .525 .461
.603 .552 .529 .657 .609 .560 .638 .585 .629 .427 .403 .454 .493 .502
.675 .630 .609 .574 .665 .594 .7 12 .606 .663 .402 .408 .440 .551 .525
.604 .54 2 .484 .521 .694 .665 .684 .596 .514 .445 .465 .430 .543 .522
.454 .438 .517 .522 .553 .545 .684 .566 .521 .455 .388 .482 .531 .596

0.584 0.585 0.577 0.599 0.653 0.646 0.659 0.623 0.596 0.436 0.428 0.453 0.509 0.518
.074 .072 .058 069 .051 .077 .061 .052 .053 .050 .035 .043 .038 .037

t time delay ) ~ontrol .01 .25 .55 b2~39 b2~15 b2-63 61.31 .40 ~ontro~ .43 .96 64.01 b4 5 3
t motion) 6.86 b336 b4 9 5  b3 8 3  6. 41 b3 2 6  5.54 4.22 4.60 b6 5 ’  b108 7 5.33 ~5. 19
t airplane) 5.30 12.20 8.58 b573 3.87

Interact ion Airpl ane Motion Time Airplane- Ai,~T~ne- Motion- Ai r plane-motion- Rep l~~..ates Error
delay motion delay delay delay

d.o .f .  1 1 4 1 4 4 4 9 17 1

Ahoyc F 
6222 31 b334 36 b3 3 4  b16 7 1  ~~~~ 1.00 0.45 0.90

27.82% 41.90% 1.18% 1.97% 2.39% 0 0 0

‘Each unit of t ime delay equals 0.03125 sec.
bSigni fican t difference at 5 percent level .
CNI09 denotes analysis of variance.

Figure 21. Elevator dat a for subject A. (This figure shows the effect of platform motion
on joystick elevator commands for a motion senntive subject in a pursuit tracking task
conducted on the NASA Langley Visual-Motion Simulator. Although the motion effect is
statistically significant , with a relatively large omega square, the actual joystick RMS
movement ranges from .00436 radian (about .25 degree) to .00902 radian (about .52
degree) for the zero time delay (motion, visual, and aerodynamic systems synchronized)
case. The total workload effect , or resulting effect on training of a difference this small, is
negligible.
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IV. AIRCRAFT STUDIES

Of all the experimentation relative to motion cuing performed to date , in flight experimentation is the
least well developed , however , one of the striking differences between infliglit and many previous
laboratory and simulator results is the profound difference between visual and instrumen t flight control
behavior. These differences are characterized by higher gain and less phase lag across the fligh t control
frequency range (Ref 29, 41). The gain difference between contact and instrumen t flight is a little over 10
dB in the mid frequency regime, with 100 or greater phase lead (contact , relative to instrument , flight).
These same studies show very little difference between fixed base (instrument) behavior and actual aircraft
behavior for experienced pilots on compensa tory tracking tasks. Several authors have attr ibuted the
increased power of the visual effect to two contrib utory factors :

1. The high resolution of “real” visual information , together with peripheral cues.

2. The capability of the experienced human operator to generate highly complex , organized
sequences of control action s based on part ially complete information patterns.

Kuehnel (Ref 20) found that experienced pilots could detect changes in pitch disturbance and initiate
correcting responses faster than would be expected from vestibular sensing alone. The reaction time given
for pitch was everywhe re below that expected from laboratory data for roll and yaw. Figure 22 , adapted
from Newell (Re f 29), summarizes this information. In his review , Newell (Ref 29) concludes that it is
superior visual motion discrimination which accounts for the decreased latency :

In summary, it appea rs that visual sensing can be of finer resolution than vestibular or tactile sensing and that
it can operate for small motion perception without phase lag or time delays up to a frequency of 0.4 cpa and
with small phase lag but no great loss of information up to a frequency of 1.6 CPS.

Whatever the explanation for these data , it is clear that a motion sense more refined than vestibular sensing,
as it is presently understood, is at work. Since this information will always be available for use to the pilot in
the aircraft whether or not he is trained on a simulator that employs platform motion , the utility of such a
platform motion system appears margin al .
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Figure 22. Latency and reaction time versus angular acceleration.

One of the difficulties remain ing with inflight experimentation deals with problems in the
computation of human transfer functions. Often insufficient power exits at the high end of the forcing
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function spectru m to permit a meaningful analysis of motion/no motion effects. In other cases, instrument
lag (or resolution) makes comparison difficult .

The next study was an inflight simulation stud y conducted at the NASA Flight Research Center to
determine roll-mode simulation motion requirements (Re f 41). White noise was passed through two
second order filters and used to create separate error command ru ns. Three values of roll-mode time
constants were selected , to provide a range of aircraft performance from fighter to transport. Figure 23
shows the forcing function input function , and the results of the experiment for each of the roll.mode time
constants. In this instance , in excess of 99% of the total input power is below 4 rad/sec. In this region , not
only is visual performance considerably better than either fixe d base or instrument flight (with actual
aircraft motion), but fixed base performance is better than moving base , as measure d by higher gain and
lower phase lag over the mid and low frequency regimes! Considering the number of data runs made ,
com parison beyond frequencies of 2 to 3 rad/ sec is not meaningful. (For a discussion of error analysis
involving transfer function estimation see Bendat and Piersol (Ref 3) or Ot nes and Enochson (Ref 31)).
Therefore , for experienced pilots on compensatory tasks , the case for motion is extremely weak. Even full
fidelity (actual aircraft) motion differs scarcely from fixed base operation. With such a minor di fferential
for full fidelity motion , a platform motion system , with its numerous known deficiencies (Ref 6), cannot
be expected to provide a significant transfer-of-training effect.

The subject of Flying Trai ning transfer is an area which, by research standards , has been only
modestly developed , but from an experience viewpoint it is voluminous. Every aircraft to aircraft , simulator
to aircraft , or training course to aircraft is considered as a data point for transfer. Thus, the questions arise:
Are platform motion systems necessary for t raining? If not , what is the training effectiveness of their less
costly alternatives? Fortunately, in this area, the data are not at all ambiguous. For example . at the Flying
Training Division of the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL/FT), almost all possible
maneuvers and tasks for Instrument , Navigation , Formation , Contact , Air.to.Air , and Air-to-Surface fligh t ,
have been examined , and as yet not a single one has been found that is not trainable without a platform
motion system.

Certainly from the evidence available .t can be deduced that plat fo rm motion is not necessary to
produce successful training transfer for most tasks. At the same time , while the present evidence does not
show platfo rm motion to be valuable as an enhan cement to training, neither has it been shown to be a
detriment. Many proponents of motion systems, including some simulator industry spokesmen , feel that
with increased emphasis on mot ion research and development , the proper software and hardware
combination will be found to produce a platform motion system capable of significan t , economical ,
differential training transfer. Once a system is developed which investigators believe will produce the
desired training transfer , it can be tested in actual transfe r experiments. Logically, this line of reasoning
leads to a procurement and research strategy which defers large scale purchases of platform motion systems
while res~arch continues into optimizing their use. Thus valuable defense dollars will not be spent on
equipment unlikely to produce any increase in defense posture . At the same time , the option is left open to
include improved motion platform systems, if they can be made significantly beneficial , at a later date.
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V. TRANSFER OF TRAIN iNG STUDIES

Ultimately, each training system must be evaluated in the operational context. Transfer of training
studies are designed for this purpose. Each of the two studies presented in this section were chosen
specifically to represent two distinct flying problems. The first , formation fli ght , is a precision fl ying task
which is essentially pursuit in nature . The second task, air-to-surface weapons delivery , is primarily a
cognitive task with a compensatory component. Although the latter experimental study included platform
motion as a variable , the emphasis in this section is not on the value of a particular platform motion system,
but on the training effectiveness of their alternatives.

The Formation Flight Trainer (FFT) was procure d to examine the effectiveness of a low fidelity,
formation flight, part-task trainer (see Figure 24) . The system consisted of a low resolution ,
wide-field-of-vie w vis~ial system, simplified cockpit , and primitive (constant spring) control loading system.
(See Refs 37 and 38 for additional information.) Nine maneuvers were taught in accordance with Air
Training Command (ATC) procedures and evaluated by ATC check pilots on an expanded 12-point scale.
The maneuvers were : straight-and.level , shallow bank turns (15° to 20°), medium bank turns (30° to ~~~~0

)

steep turns (600 to 90°), route , crossunder , echelon turns (45° bank), turning rejoin , and straight-ahead
rejoin . Two separate studies were conducted with a combined N of I l l .  Both studies provided conclusive
evidence that the trainer is an effective device, significant beyond p ~~~~~~~ This was true in spite of the fact
that few, if any, of the critical engineering parameters (such as control stick gain , aircraft transfer function ,
etc.) resembled their physical counterparts. What did remain constant were the cognitive and decision
making components. It is a well known and important characteristic of transfer that the most generalizable
elements of a t ask are those that most affect transfer. In this case, it is apparent that control form
invariance is sufficient for teaching formation flight. As was observed before , platform motion is not
essential to produce rapid , effective , economical training.
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Figure 24. Formation flight trainer.

~An J was calcu lated for each experiment , and ranged from 16% for experienced subjects to 39% for inexperienced
subjects (that is, the device was more effective in enhanci ng the training of inexperienced subjects). This effect Is a typical
one; moreover , the higher the experience level and the more familiarity with a given task a subject has, the lower the
expected w2 will be.
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The next study (Ref 10) examined a more general transfer effect , that of air-to-surface weapons
delivery training. In this experiment, 24 undergraduate pilot training graduates were intercepted just prior
to F-SB fighter lead-in training and given instruction (eight I-hour sorties) in air-to-surface weapons delivery
techniques in the Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT). The ASPI, a full mission simulator with
wraparound computer generated visual capability located at Williams AFB, Arizona, was configured as a
1-37, not an an F-SB, for this study. After training, each group dropped ordnance from the F-SB on the Air
Force Gila Bend Gunnery Range. The resulting distributional differences between the sim ulator trained
groups and the control group were visually distinct.

Bear in mind, this was the first F-SB aircraft sortie ever flown by these subjects. Their error scores
and range performance were representative of graduates of Combat Crew Training School with considerable
range experience. There were no motion effects (positive or negative) of any kind. At this point , it is
important to consider the training ramifications of this experiment. First , from the fidelity viewpoint , very
few of the critical simulation engineering parameters are similar to their aircraft counterparts. The control
dynamics are unrealistic, the range pattern and airspeeds were much slower in the simulator than in the
actual aircraft , and the instruments, mil-settings, in fact , even the basic shape of the lift/drag curves are
dissimilar. Yet , in spite of these differences, transfer was exceptionally high. Again , what is “simlar” is
what matters the most: the cognitive components, for precisely the same reasons , namely, that they are
invariant under the translation from simulator task to aircraft task. Teaching “jud gement ,” or more
precisely the building a strategy of flying based on experience, is the critical problem .

Air-to-surface training and experimentation have now been extended to A-b transition and
air-to-surface research using a simplified A-b flight model developed at AFHRL/ FT. Both phases of
training (through two classes) have been extremely successful. In some cases, the novice pilots transitioning
to the A-b have actually outperformed their instructor pilots in terms of bomb scores on the Air Force
Gila Bend Gt~nnery Range (dropping practice bombs from the A-to aircraft). For the A-tO study (being
conducted for TAC), platform motion is not used. Instead , motion cues are supplied by a G-seat system
and , to a large degree, by the wrapa round visual system. The effect on within -simulator performance of
experienced pilots of the visual field-of-view is exponential (see Figure 25).
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Figure 25. Field-of-vIew effect on simulator bomb deliveries.
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It would be misleading to imply that strong visual effects apply only to experienced pilots. In the first
of a series of contact flight studies conducted on ASPI, eight novice subjects were taught basic aircraft
control in the simulator including takeoff , straight-in app roach and landing, 3600 overhead pattern and
landing, configuration change , tu rns to heading, and airspeed control. Subjects were advanced on a
pro ficiency basis in the simulator. Of the eight subjects , seven were successful in landing the aircraft on
their first aircraft sortie (the test flight for this experiment). The very fact that the instructor pilots felt
con fident enough about the student ’s ability to allow the student to complete the landing is indicative of
the trai ning value of the simulator. The wide.fIeld-of-view visual display is a key element here because an
overhead patter n simply cannot be practiced without one.

VI. ANALYSIS

In reviewing the data relative to platform motion and flying training for fixed wing aircraft , several
salient points arise. The earlier experiments were small-sample compensato ry or pursuit tracking tasks
wherein the operator was asked to nullify the effect of an incoherent signal forcing function , displayed
visually on an oscilloscope or similar device. The typical control dynamics were not generally representative
of operational aircraft , often having substantial negative damping ratios or an extraordin arily high number
of poles in the denominator of the control element transfer function. Subject population and controller
characteristics were also dissimilar to the operational environment. In subsequent simulator experiments, as
well as in later transfer experiments the addition of plat for m motion had little , if any, noticeable effect on
criterion performance in standard aircraft flying tasks; operator output behavior , however , was affected ,
although tha t effect was seen to be small in absolute terms. Other variables were demonstrated to have an
equ al or more profound effect on training (effect size) than the presence or absence of platform motion.
These include individual subject differences , (e.g., experience and ability), practice effects, task variables ,
aircraft and control loading response characteristic s, and other informat ion sources; most particularly high
resolution , wide-field-of-view visual systems, G-seat s, G-suits , buffet and vibration systems, and aircraft
instrumentation. Of critical importance , and independent of any controve rsy surrounding the engineering
limitations of specific platform motion systems, is the fact that almost all contact , formation , navigation ,
instru ment , air-to-ai r , and air-to-surface task s can be taught quickly, effici ently (and economically) without
employing a platform motion system. It is asserted that this is a consequence of the fundamentally
cognitive nature of flying (Re f 9) and the development through experience of open-loop, hierarchical
cont rol over motor behavior.

As a final note , the logical place to teach proper use of motion cues is not in a simulator , but in the
aircraft . The cues delivered by the present (and foreseeable) platform motion systems differ radically in
both time and frequency domain characteristics from their aircraft counterparts , except in the case of
buffet and vibration cues. Thus , while a platform motion system might conceivably aid performance in the
simulator , prospects for increased transfer to the aircraft are small. Buffet and vibration cues (often termed
“alerti ng” cues) can be generated without resort to a platform motion system through some less expensive
alternative . This is not the case in some very important emergency situations, such as engine-out on takeoff
for a wide bodied aircraft. A study conducted on the Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft demonstrated
the positive value of such cues (Ref 7). While it is not known if this simulator practice would transfer to the
aircraft , it is certa inly hazardous , as well as unwise , to practice the maneuver in the aircraft .

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Only two recommendations regarding hardware procurements can be made as the result of this
report :

I .  Wherever feasible and affordable , simulator systems should be procured with the largest
fleld.of-view visual system that is consisten t with mission requirements. Because a platfor m motion system
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has a considerable impact on visual system design alternatives and these will eventually affect training
effectiveness , platform motion should be carefull y scrutinized prior to its inclusion.

2. Until research can develop a significantly improved plat form motion system (one capable of
enhancing training) simulators may safely be procured without a platform m otion system , (without
compromising training effectiveness) . Naturally, the option to buy a platform m otion system can always be
held open at some cost.

Since the early 1950 ’s, considerable research efforts have been spent on analyzing com pensatory and
pursuit tracking tasks. The result has been a collection of descriptive mathe m atical models which can , on a
trial-to-trial and pilot-to-pilot basis, be mad e to fit observed data. The mathematical models treat the
human pilot essentially as a passive servo-system , while ignoring his cognitive and decision making
processes. Attempts to model skilled, open-loop monitoring behavior is unfortunately limited at present to
general block diagrams. Som e excellent work has occurred in the area of cognitive sets and workload
estimation using maximum likelihood estimators (Ref 5). This work should be continued and extended.

It has long bee.’ known that human controllers can and do develop hierarchi cal control over skills
even in. ”unsolvable ” tasks (Ref 35 , 36). Invariably , thi s skill acquisition results in behavior that is superior
to a strictly error-feedback strategy, giving the impression that the human operator is processing
information at a higher rate than would be expected on t h e  basis of even continuous feedback alone , let
alone time-sampled feedback. Research is required to determine both the mechanism for this remarkable
behavior and the means for instilling it into pilot trainees. Perhaps some of the conceptual models offered
by nonlinear information processing theory (maximum likelihood (Ref 21) or m aximum entropy (Ref 13,
28)) will point the way. Determining the pilot ’s cognitive and decision process is necessary to understand
and optimize fly ing training .
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